The aim of this paper is to give the first general and abstract treatment of the algebraic properties of Lie algebroids. The concept of Lie algebroid was introduced in 1967 by Pradines [lS], as the basic infinitesimal invariant of a differentiable groupoid; the construction of the Lie algebroid of a differentiable groupoid is a direct generalization of the construction of the Lie algebra of a Lie group, and [ 183 described a full Lie theory for differentiable groupoids and Lie algebroids, encompassing many phenomena in the foundations of differential geometry. (A more detailed account and further references are given in [13] .) However, at this stage the algebraic properties of Lie algebroids were not pursued.
The aim of this paper is to give the first general and abstract treatment of the algebraic properties of Lie algebroids. The concept of Lie algebroid was introduced in 1967 by Pradines [lS] , as the basic infinitesimal invariant of a differentiable groupoid; the construction of the Lie algebroid of a differentiable groupoid is a direct generalization of the construction of the Lie algebra of a Lie group, and [ 183 described a full Lie theory for differentiable groupoids and Lie algebroids, encompassing many phenomena in the foundations of differential geometry. (A more detailed account and further references are given in [13] .) However, at this stage the algebraic properties of Lie algebroids were not pursued.
In [ 13, III, Section 2, IV, Section 11, one of us gave a fairly detailed account of the abstract algebra of Lie algebroids over a fixed base: Lie algebroids are vector bundles with several additional structures, and a category of Lie algebroids on a given base, and morphisms which preserve that base, has properties similar to those of the category of Lie algebras. (Using this algebra, it was demonstrated in [13] that the Lie theory of a category of locally trivial differentiable ( = Lie) groupoids over a fixed base, and the corresponding category of (transitive) Lie algebroids over that base, is coextensive with the standard theory of connections in principal bundles. ) We now propose to show that the Lie functor from the category of all differentiable groupoids (over arbitrary bases) and arbitrary smooth morphisms, to the category of all Lie algebroids, preserves the basic algebraic constructions known to be possible in the category of (differentiable) groupoids; the main work is to give abstract formulations of the corresponding Lie algebroid concepts. The groupoid results with which we are concerned ale (i) the equivalence between actions of groupoids on sets and what have usually been called 'covering morphisms'; (ii) the equivalence between actions of groupoids on groupoids and (general) semidirect products; and (iii) the construction of quotient groupoids from a suitable concept of normal subgroupoid. Of these, the first two cannot be formulated within the category of groups (or within any category of groupoids over a fixed base), and the last presents the difficulty that the first isomorphism theorem fails in the category of all groupoids, though it holds in a category of groupoids over a fixed base. We are thus dealing with Lie theory for categories whose algebraic properties are somewhat unusual.
It should be pointed out that, whereas every (finite-dimensional, real) Lie algebra is the Lie algebra of a Lie group, not every Lie algebroid is the Lie algebroid of a differentiable groupoid (Almeida and Molino [2] ), and indeed for the important class of transitive Lie algebroids, these nonintegrable Lie algebroids are in some sense generic [ 13, Chap. V] . Notwithstanding this fact, we obtain in 2.4 and 3.8 correspondences for abstract Lie algebroids which are entirely analogous to (i) and (ii) above. The situation in Section 4 with ideals and quotients is rather different: the natural analogue for Lie algebroids of the standard concept of normal subgroupoid is not sufficiently strong to allow the construction of quotient Lie algebroids, and we have therefore introduced a stronger concept of ideal, which has allowed a First Isomorphism Theorem (4.6) in the category of Lie algebroids. There is a corresponding strong concept of normal subgroupoid, which will allow a First Isomorphism Theorem for groupoids, but we have not dealt with that here.
Actions and semi-direct products of differentiable groupoids and Lie algebroids were considered in [15] . The proofs given here are more conceptual, and in the case of Section 2, more general.
The paper begins with a new definition of a morphism of Lie algebroids. The original definition in [ 1 S] was not entirely clear, and a subsequent clarification by Almeida and Kumpera [l] is difficult to work with for the purposes we have in mind. We therefore give, in 1.3, a definition of morphism which is easy to work with and equivalent to that of [ 11. We have not considered substantial applications in the present paper. The importance of actions in the sense of Section 2, and of quotients in general, seems beyond dispute, and it will be shown elsewhere that the general semi-direct products of Section 3 arise in an essential way in multiple groupoid theory (compare 3.10).
We intend this paper to be accessible to a general, algebraically-inclined reader, who knows the elementary Lie theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras, and who preferably has some acquaintance with set-theoretic groupoids, as in [lo] . Such a reader may be less concerned with the HIGGINS AND MACKENZIE geometric origins of the material than with the possibility of developing a Lie theory for two categories with a much richer and more varied structure than those of Lie groups and Lie algebras. The paper is self-contained as regards the abstract theory of Lie algebroids; some of the motivating material on differentiable groupoids draws upon [ 13) or [ 151.
THE CATEGORY OF LIE ALGEBROIDS
We begin with some elementary facts on vector bundles, based on [7, 9] . Throughout the paper all manifolds are C", paracompact, and Hausdorff.
If E' + B and E2 -+ B are vector bundles over the same base B, then a morphism cp: E' + E2 over B induces a map of (smooth) sections TE' + F'E', XH cp 0 X, which is linear as a map of C( B)-modules and which we will usually denote also by cp. Here C (B) is the algebra of smooth functions B + R.
For vector bundles p': E' + B' and p: E + B over different bases, and a general morphism cp: E' -+ E over f: B' -+ B, there is no induced map I'E' -+ fE. The simplest substitute for such a map is the notion of q-related sections: if X' E TE' and XE TE satisfy cp 0 X' = Xaf then we say that X' and X are q-related and we write X1-V X. This relation is C(B)-linear in the sense that if X'wV X, Y'wV Y and ucC (B) , then X'S Y'N~ XS Y and (uofl X' -'P uX. We also say that X' E TE' is cp-projectable if it is q-related to some XE TE. The projectable sections thus have a natural C(B)-module structure. For our purposes we need a more general relationship which involves linearity over C( B').
A morphism cp: E' + E, ,f: B' + B induces a morphism 'p*: E' + f *E from E' to the inverse-image vector bundle f *E = {(x', e) E B' x E If(x') = p(x)}. Hence there is an induced morphism cp*: TE' -+ f(f*E) of C(B')-modules. Now r(f *E) is naturally isomorphic, as a C( B/)-module, to C(B') @ I'E, where the tensor product is over C (B) and C( B') is a C(B)-module via the morphism f *: C(B) + C(B') induced by .f: B' + B. The isomorphism C(B')@I'E+T(f*E) is u'OXHU'X where x~r(f*E) is x' H (x', X(f(x'))). See, for example, [9, Section 2.261.
Thus, given X' E J'E', we can write 4o*(x')=~ (40X,)
for suitable U;E C(B') and Xi E Z-E, but such a representation need not be unique. If we identify f(f*E) with the module r,(E) of (smooth) maps Z: B' + E with p 0 Z = f, then ( 1) becomes $9 0 X' = 1 u: (Xi of). (2) Note that the operation of U' E C(R) on T,(E) is just pointwise multiplication of maps defined on B'. We refer to a relation (1) or (2) as a cp-decomposition of X'. Note that the statement "X' is q-related to X" is equivalent to cp*(X') = 18X. We will pass back and forth between the various formulations without comment. In what follows we will frequently denote a(X)(u) by [X, u] . In this notation (ii) and ( For further details and references for 1.1, see [ 131. The simplest examples of Lie algebroids are Lie algebras g (of finite dimension over R) and tangent bundles. In the former case, the base is a singleton and the anchor is the zero map g + (0) an o no interest. In the latter, the tangent bundle d f TB of a manifold B is a Lie algebroid with base B and anchor the identity map. The Lie algebra TTB will be identified, as is usual, with the Lie algebra of derivations of the algebra C(B). The "Leibniz rule" (iii) is then easily verified. for all composable q, 5 E Q. Here Rt is right multiplication by 5. A right-invariant vector field is determined by its values at the identity elements of Q. We therefore consider the inverse-image bundle e*(FQ), which may be thought of as the restriction of T"Q to the identity elements of 52. Denote E*(T'R)
by A@ there is a bijective correspondence between sections of ASZ and rightinvariant vector fields on Q. Now the bracket of right-invariant vector fields is right-invariant, so TAQ acquires a bracket structure. It acquires an anchor by restricting T(b) to AO or, more precisely, by taking the composite AQ-TX+  TQX  TB AQ with this bracket and this anchor is the Lie algehroid of Q.
A more detailed account of 1.2, and further examples, can be found in [ 13, III Section 31.
We come now to the crux of the paper, the definition of a morphism of Lie algebroids. The problem is that a bundle morphism cp between Lie algebroids does not, in general, induce a map between the modules of sections, so it is not immediately clear what should be meant by preservation of the bracket. We give a direct definition in terms of cp-decompositions of sections which is easy to use, and is amenable to categorical methods. The equivalence of this definition to that of Almeida and Kumpera [ 1 ] is not difficult to establish. 
To remove the possibility of any doubt, we establish immediately: LEMMA 1.4. The right-hand side of equation (3) is independent of the choice of the cp-decompositions of X' and Y'.
Prooj
Fix a cp-decomposition of X', namely cp 0 X' =x u;(Xiof) or, equivalently, cp*(X') = C u:@ Xi. Given v' E C(B') and YE I-A, consider the element F(v', Y) E C(B') @ fA given by
This is clearly R-bilinear. For t E C(B) we have
where we have used the T(f )-decomposition of a'(X') induced by the cp-decomposition of A". So (3) is also. The lemma now follows by the anti-symmetry of (3). 1
It may be noted that none of the three sums in (3) is itself well-defined. This feature is removed in an alternative formulation given at the end of the section. Now consider two morphisms of Lie algebroids, cp': A" -+ A', f ': B" -+ B' and cp: A' + A, f: B' + B. It is easy to verify that cp 0 cp': '4" + A, fof': B" -+ B is itself a morphism of Lie algebroids. One simply observes that a cp'-decomposition cp' 0 X" = C u,!'(X:of ') combines with a cp-decomposition of each Xi to give a cp 3 cp'-decomposition of A"', and verifies (3) for decompositions so formed. The condition on the anchors in 1.3 is easy to check. We therefore have a category 9pd of Lie algebroids.
If A' and A are Lie algebroids on the same base B, and cp: A' -+ A a base-preserving morphism of vector bundles over B, then every X' E TA' has, trivially, the cp-decomposition 10 rp(X'), where cp(X') is cp 0 X' E TA. In this case 1. 
Proox
Take a section X' of A' and write cp 0 X' = C U: (X,sf'). Now 'p*: A' -+f*A is a surjective morphism over B', so there exists A': E TA' such that cp 0 Xi = X,af: Now X' =x u;X; + 2, where Z is a section of ker cp*, and both Z and the A',' are projectable. The rest of the argument is straightforward. where we have used the fact that 2' -,{, a'(X') (see, for example, [ 13, p. 1121 ). This completes the proof of the following. THEOREM 1.7. The constructions Q H ASZ and F H AF described above define a jiinctor A: 9'3 + .=9's!, where 9% is the category of differentiable groupoids.
We call A the Lie ,functor. In the foregoing proof we have not emphasized the distinction between T".Q and TQ. Indeed TT"SZ is closed under the bracket on TTQ and T"SZ may be considered a Lie subalgebroid of TSC? with respect to the identity map on 52.
The two minimal requirements that a concept of morphism of Lie algebroid should satisfy are surely that the morphisms form a category and that the Lie functor takes values in this category. Since not all Lie algebroids arise from differentiable groupoids, it is in principle possible that these two requirements may not determine the concept of morphism of Lie algebroid. The intrinsic Definition 1.3, however, satisfies these requirements and the remainder of the paper will be devoted to the study of the resulting category P',u,d. We will demonstrate that the algebraic properties of the whole category (not merely of that part of it determined by the integrable Lie algebroids) model those of the category 99 of differentiable groupoids. As A. Weinstein has pointed out, this may reflect a close relationship between Lie algebroids and local differentiable groupoids.
We begin with inverse-image or induced Lie algebroids. Suppose we are given a Lie algebroid A on B If we write C=Cu:(X;of) with u:EC(B') and XjcTA, then .f*(a)(C) = C u:(a(X,) of) and so we could equally well write X'O C as X' 0 C u: (Xi of) with T(f) 0 X' = C u: (a(X,) of).
We define a Lie algebroid structure on A' by declaring a' to be the anchor and defining the bracket by
. . (4) This equation is forced by (3) and the requirement that x be a morphism.
(Compare (4) with [ 15, 3.11 , but notice that the formula given there for the bracket is in fact incomplete since a simple "extend by linearity" principle does not apply.) The check that the bracket is well-defined follows as in 1.4 (see also 1.14). That A' is a Lie algebroid on B' and that x is a morphism of Lie algebroids over f are straightforward verifications. With this structure we denote A' by f**(A) and call it the induced or inuerseimage Lie algebroid of A over f: The morphism x we call (following Pradines [20] ) an inductor. The following universal property is a lengthy but routine check. call it A=A'@ A', 7-B then the obvious anchor a: X' @X2 H a'(X') = a2(X2) and bracket
make A a Lie algebroid on B and a product in the cagegory S?S~?'~. This is easy to verify. This product does not always exist. Now consider Lie algebroids A' on B' and A2 on B*. Let p,, p2 be the projections from B = B' x B2. Then p:*A ' and p:*A* are Lie algebroids on B. It is easy to see that as vector bundles one has p, **A' z A' x TB* and pT*A* z TB' x A2 and the Lie algebroid structures can be expressed in these terms. Next one can verify that there is a vector bundle pullback Only the second statement requires further proof. Let Q' and Q2 be differentiable groupoids on B' and B2. Regard Sz' x Q2 as the product of the induced groupoids p:*Q', pf*Q* in ggB, where B= B' x B*. Then the result follows from 1.9 and the easy result that the Lie functor maps finite products in %!JB to products in 2?dB. It is easy to verify that V,: TA -+ TA is well-defined for a single tangent vector VE TB (whereas V,(X) for VETTB, XEA, is not) and that 4x1 129 l-14 HIGGINS AND MACKENZIE T,(uX, oY)=uoTv(X, Y) for U, UE C(B), X, YETA, so that T,(X, Y) is well-defined for single elements X, Y in the same libre of A.
Vectorial connections in Lie algebroids and their torsion forms were introduced by Pradines [18] . Note that TV is skew-symmetric.
If A is transitive with adjoint bundle L then T,(X, Y) = -[X, Y] for X, YE L; it is therefore clear that a Lie algebroid will generally not have a torsion-free vectorial connection.
Consider now a Lie algebroid A on B, a vectorial connection V in A, and a smooth map f: B' -+ B. In the inverse-image bundlef*A define a connection V by where V' E TB', U: E C(B'), X,E TA. It is routine to check that this is welldefined; compare 1.4. Now f*A does not in general have a Lie algebroid structure, so we cannot speak of the torsion of V; but TV can be pulled back to a skew-symmetric operator TT,:f*A @f*A -f *A, defined on the section-level by
The proof of the following result is now straightforward. The virtue of this formulation is that, once V is chosen, each term is welldefined and there is no further need to deal with the representation of elements of Z( f *A) as tensor products. Clearly one may also use a vectorial connection to express the bracket on an inverse-image Lie algebroid: Given A on B and f: B' -+ B, such that f **A exists, and given V in A, the bracket off **A may be expressed as In the case where B is a point and A = 9 a Lie algebra, the sole inverse-image connection in B' x 9 is the standard flat connection, o,.(X) = v'(X), and the above formula reduces to the standard expression of the bracket in TB' @ (B' x g). See also Example 2.7 and the Remark at the end of Section 4.
ACTIONS AND ACTION-M• RPHISMS
The equivalence between actions of groupoids and that class of groupoid morphisms which have usually been called coverings, but which we will call action-morphisms, is well known: see Ehresmann [S] or [lo, 5, 131. Analogous concepts of action and action-morphism for Lie algebroids were given in [15] ; what we wish to show here is that the Lie algebroid concepts are actually determined by abstracting the property which is characteristic of a Lie algebroid morphism induced by an action-morphism of differentiable groupoids. In particular, the calculation in [ 151 is replaced by a more conceptual proof, and extended from actions on surjective submersions to actions on arbitrary smooth maps. DEFINITION 2.1 (i) Let 52 be a differentiable groupoid on base B, and let f: B' + B be a smooth map. Then Q acts on f (or on B') if there is given a smooth map from the pullback manifold f*Q = Q * B' = {(r, x') E Q x B' 1 LX(<) =f(x')} to B', denoted (4, x') H 4x', such that f(tx') = /I(t), ~(tx') = (~5) x', and ~(f(x')) x' = x', for all 5, ye E Q and x' E B' for which the expressions are defined. Here E: B + Q, x H I, is the unit map.
(ii) A morphism of differentiable groupoids F: Q' + f2, f: B' + B, is an action-morphism if the induced map F *: 52' +f*Q, 5' H (F(t'), a'(r')) is a diffeomorphism.
In the situation of (i), the manifold f *Q acquires a differentiable groupoid structure with base B', source map (5, x') H x', target map the action itself, and multiplication (q, y')(<, x') = (~5, x'), defined if y' = 5x'. We call this the action-groupoid corresponding to the action and denote it by Sz K B' Now for groupoid actions, the anchor of the action-groupoid is (t, x') H (tx', x') and gives essentially the original action. To ensure the same phenomenon for Lie algebroids, we define actions of Lie algebroids by abstracting the properties of the bracket associated with the anchor of the domain of an action-morphism.
This leads to the following definition (compare the special case in [ 15, 3.41 ). Condition (v) ensures that [X, -1: C( B') + C( B' ) defines a vector field X* on B' and one may define a map T(f*A) + TTB', u'(X0.f) H u'X* which is C(P)-linear on account of (ii) and therefore corresponds to a vector bundle morphismf*A + TB' over B'. It is less convenient to express (iii) and (iv) in terms of f*A + TB', but we will use the X* notation without comment. There is also a category of action-morphisms whose codomain is A, and of Lie algebroid morphisms between the domains of such action-morphisms which make the evident triangle commutative; as in the groupoid case, such morphisms are automatically action-morphisms themselves. It is now straightforward to extend 2.4 to an equivalence of these categories.
The following main result is a corollary of 2.4 and of the observation, made before 2.2, that an action-morphism of differentiable groupoids induces a morphism of Lie algebroids which is tibrewise-bijective. This generalizes 1.4 of [ 151 inasmuch as f is no longer required to be a surjective submersion. Note that the proof given here is essentially different from, and conceptually simpler than, that in [15] : for a general smooth map f: B' + B and Lie algebroid A, the induced Lie algebroid f**A need not exist.
We will need linear actions, or representations, later and so we describe them briefly here. Let p: E -+ B be a vector bundle and suppose first that a differentiable groupoid Sz on B acts on E and that the action is linear in the sense that for all 5 EQ the map E,, + EDr, ew le, is linear. Then for X E rAQ we may use X* E f TE to define an operator TE + rE, SF+ LX Sl, by LX Sl(x) = T(S)(a(X)(x)) -X*(G)) for SE rE, x E B. Here the right-hand side is an element of T(E)s(,j which projects to zero under T(p) and therefore lies in T(E,),,,,; we translate it to the origin and regard it as an element of E, itself, in the usual way. Now one may verify (compare [7, XVII 171 ) that [ , 1: l'As;Z x TE + TE is a representation of AS2 on E in the sense of the following definition. We use the term 'representation' rather than 'linear action' since 2.6 is not, strictly speaking, a special case of 2. on B such that actions of any Lie algebroid A over B onf corresponded to morphisms of A into CDO( B'). However, sections of such a CDO( B') would have to correspond to f-projectable vector fields on B' and there certainly need not exist in general a vector bundle on B whose sections are precisely the projectable vector fields on B'.) For linear actions of a differentiable groupoid Q on a vector bundle E + B, the action-groupoid Q K E on E needs to be distinguished from the semi-direct product groupoid, also usually denoted Q cx: E, which is defined on the same manifold Q* E= ((~,e)~QxE/cc~=pe}, but has base B, source and target maps (t, e) H p(e), (5, e) H B(t), and composition (;"', e')(t, e) = (5'5, 5 ~' e' + e). Similarly, given a representation of a Lie algebroid A on a vector bundle E -+ B, there is a semi-direct product Lie algebroid A K E on base B [ 13, p. 2091 . These are special cases of the general semi-direct products in Section 3 but will not otherwise be used in this paper.
If we return now to general actions, the bracket formula in 2.4 can be expressed in terms of a vectorial connection in A. Namely, if a Lie algebroid A on B 
where X, Y: G/H + g and [ , 1' is the pointwise bracket, may be interpreted as asserting that the pointwise bracket is the pulledback torsion TV of the unique connection in g + { *}. As such it may be said to generalize a standard formula for the torsion of the natural flat right-invariant connection on a Lie group (see, for example, [ 12, X 2.121). Formula (1) was first pointed out to the second-named author by A. Weinstein. A large question with which we do not deal at all here is the question of the integrability of actions of the Lie algebroids of differentiable groupoids, that is, of converses to 2.5. For one result, related to 2.7, see
SEMI-DIRECT PRODUCTS AND FIBRATIONS
The actions considered in Section 2 were generalizations of actions of Lie groups on manifolds, and of Lie algebras on manifolds. In this section we consider corresponding generalizations of actions of one Lie group on another by Lie group automorphisms, and of one Lie algebra on another by derivations. In principle it should be possible to consider actions of differentiable groupoids, and of Lie algebroids, upon many kinds of differentiable algebraic structure, but the cases treated here would appear to be the most basic and the most important, for they define semi-direct products and will be shown elsewhere to arise in various multiple groupoid constructions.
Actions of (set-theoretic) groupoids on groupoids and the resulting semidirect products were studied in Brown [3, 41 , following Frohlich; we briefly recall the smooth version from [ 151. If V is a manifold then E(V) denotes the base group& on V in which every element is an identity. is an isomorphism of differentiable groupoids, for all 5 E 52; (iii) I = (ql) w, whenever both q< and (MI are defined; and (iv) Iiv = w where x = pw, for all w E W.
We will use Z, fi for the source and target projections on both Sz and W, since the context will always make clear which is meant. Note that under the given assumption, f is constant on the transitivity components of W, and so if W is transitive, then B must be a singleton and 52 a group. The requirement that f (or equivalently p) be a surjective submersion ensures that each p -l(x), x E B, is a closed embedded submanifold of Wand hence a differentiable subgroupoid. It is possible to work without this require-ment, but only at the cost of using some nontrivial results on differentiable groupoids ([ 13, III 1.91) and of taking considerably more care; we know of no compelling reason to do so at present.
Consider now a chosen action of an Q on a W via an J as in 3.1. Note that there is an action of Q onf: B' + B in the sense of 2.1 determined by &(5x') = <E(x'). With respect to this action, the source and target projections W + B' are Q-equivariant.
The semi-direct product groupoid of [4] is the manifold 52 * W with source CX'( t, VP) = CI( w), target /J"( 5, w) = &I( M?), and multiplication defined if CI(W~) = 4, ~(MJ,). The base is B' and the identity corresponding to X'E B' is (sa(f(x')), sW(x')); the inverses are (t, M*) ' = (5 I, ((w I)). It is routine to verify that this gives a differentiable groupoid on base B', and we denote it by Q K W. The construction clearly includes the semi-direct product arising from the action of one Lie group on another by Lie group automorphisms, and also, when W = E( B'), the action groupoid Q K B' of Section 2. The notation Q K W is potentially ambiguous in that it could refer equally well to the action-groupoid which arises if one neglects the groupoid structure on W and treats p: W+ B as a mere map of manifolds. However, we would denote the latter groupoid by Q K E(W) or 52 KP, were it to arise. If W is given with a groupoid structure, then 52 K W will refer to the semi-direct product groupoid which uses that groupoid structure.
Associated with Q K W are natural morphisms 1: W -+ Q K W, M'H (I, u>), over B', and 7~: 52 K W + li?, ([, u,) H 5, overf': B' + B. One expects rt to split in some sense, but it is clear that rt cannot have a true right-inverse in general. What does, however, exist is a morphism E* : R K B' -+ 52 K W, (5, x') H (5, I), over B', which is right-inverse to both of the maps QK W+Qo(B', (<,u')H(&Mvv) and (5,w)++(5,fi~'). The former of these is X* (in the notation of 2.1) and it should be noted that although a K W and Q K B' have groupoid structures, 7~* is not generally a morphism; nor is the latter map. Nonetheless, the image of s* is a subgroupoid of Q K W naturally isomorphic to Q K B' and is a complement to the normal subgroupoid i(W) in the sense that each element of Q K W is uniquely a product ,uv where ,u E c,(Q K B') and v E I( W). We now show that such a rr and E* characterize semi-direct products. The term "star-map" reflects the usage of [lo] , where the tibres of the source projection of a groupoid are called its stars. The term "fibration" comes from Brown [3] , who introduced it for the corresponding concept for set-theoretic groupoids, and from conversations between the secondnamed author and J. Pradines, who calls such maps s-exactors.
An arbitrary (smooth) morphism of differentiable groupoids may have a kernel which is not a submanifold of its domain. However, the kernel of a fibration F Q' + Q is a closed embedded submanifold (and therefore a differentiable subgroupoid) because it is the preimage under the surjective submersion F *: Q' -+ 12 * B' of the closed embedded submanifold ((E(f (x')), x') 1 x' E B'} of 52 * B'. Proof The algebraic part of this result is essentially 2.6 of [4] . The smoothness considerations are routine. 1
We can now formulate versions of 3.2 and 3.3 in the category 9ipd. There are evident categories of star-maps of differentiable groupoids and star-maps of Lie algebroids, and a Lie functor for star-maps which extends the Lie functor of Section 1. Explicitly, for a star-map F: 52' -+ l&f: B' + B, the tangent map T(F) restricts to TW' + T"O and then pulls back to AQ' + A@ we denote the result by AF still. Note that conditions (i), (iv), and (v) may be replaced by the single condition that A K B' acts on R via id,,; however, (ii) and (iii) then become less transparent. The condition T(f) 0 r = 0 is equivalent to the requirement that the map R + Bx 0 which sends each XE R,. to (S(x'), 0) be a morphism of Lie algebroids into the zero Lie algebroid B x 0 (which is the Lie algebroid of E(B)). If R is transitive then this forces T(f) = 0: TB' -+ TB and so if B' is connected, f must be constant and A must be a Lie algebra. This is the semi-direct product Lie algebroid, and is denoted by A DC R. (Again, the notation A K (R x 0) would be used if the given Lie algebroid structure on R were to be neglected.) The next two theorems are the main results of the section. These constructions are mutually inverse, up to natural isomorphism.
The proof is fairly long, but each step is straightforward. The next result follows from 3.3 and 3.5. General comma groupoids were also considered in [6] under the name of "homotopy pullbacks."
The second-named author is grateful to A. Kock for conversations on this example.
QUOTIENTS AND IDEALS
The construction of quotient Lie algebroids which we give here is significantly different from that which one might expect from analogy with quotient groupoids. To recall the construction of quotient groupoids, con-sider a set-theoretic groupoid Q' on B' and a normal subgroupoid N. The base B of the quotient groupoid Q'/N is the quotient set of B' over the equivalence relation (b', G!')(N) E B' x B', and the natural projection P: Q'+ Q'fN, p: B'-+ B has the property that p and P**: Q'+p**(SZ'/N) are surjective. Indeed, a morphism of groupoids F: Q' -+ 52, f: B' + B with kernel K induces an isomorphism C/K -+ Q iff both f and F* *: 52' -+ f * *Q are surjective. Morphisms satisfying these criteria have been called quotient morphisms, and one may also prove that a morphism of groupoids F: Q' -+ Q, f: B' + B is a quotient morphism iff f and F*: R' +f'*Q are surjective, and (,Y, u') maps N onto the kernel pair R(J') = {(y', x') E B' x B' 1 f( JJ') =f(x')} of .f: This construction of quotient groupoids differs from that of quotient groups, and from that of many algebraic structures, in that the kernel of a morphism does not determine the morphism up to isomorphism, and this failure is often expressed by saying that "the first isomorphism theorem fails for groupoids".
See [ 10, Chap. 123 or [ 13, I Section 21 for fuller details of the settheoretic case. A construction of quotient differentiable groupoids along similar lines was given by Pradines [20] . Here much work had to be devoted to proving that the quotient sets admit quotient manifold structures, and Pradines in [ZO] was also obliged to assume that the normal subgroupoid N of Q' has (/Y, c(')(N) = R(f) f or some surjective submersion f: B' + B.
When one attempts a similar construction for Lie algebroids, one quickly finds that the simplest Lie algebroid analogue of a normal subgroupoid does not permit the construction of the vector bundle on which the quotient Lie algebroid structure would be placed. This occurs because the Lie algebroid data are purely infinitesimal: for example, a Lie subalgebroid K of a Lie algebroid A' on B' defines an involutive distribution a'(K) G TB', and this may be tangent to several distinct surjective submersions. One is therefore obliged to impose certain extra structure on the concept of ideal of a Lie algebroid, and one then finds that this strengthened concept of ideal allows a first isomorphism theorem for Lie algebroids (4.6 below).
We proceed to the details. We first need some background on quotients of vector bundles. The following results 4.1 to 4.3 must surely be known (compare the description of descent constructions in Kock [23] ), but we have no reference for them. Consider a surjective submersionf: B' + B and let R(f) = B' x, B' be its kernel pair; it is a closed embedded differentiable subgroupoid of
where x is (y', e') H e'. Now n, : R(f) + B' is a surjective submersion, so 7c is also, and therefore the required projection is also a surjective submersion. Thus E= E'/-has a manifold structure with respect to which the natural map q: E' + E, e' H (e' ) is a surjective submersion.
The remainder is straightforward: there is a map p: E -+ B with p 0 q =fop', and it is a surjective submersion. The restriction of q to each EL, + E,, x =f(x'), is a bijection and so the fibres of p acquire vector space structures. Vector bundle charts for E may be constructed by taking a chart II/': U' x V' -+ EL, for E' and a section (r: U = f (U') -+ U' of ,f and defining II/: Ux VI-+ E,; by rl/(x, 0') = (V(O), t") >.
The isomorphism f *E -+ E' is (x', (e')) H 0(x', p'e')(e') and clearly preserves the actions of R(f). ( y', x' )(e')) = 6( y', x')(cp(e')) for all (y', x') E R(f) and e' E E' with x' = p'e'.
Proqf:
Define an R(f )-action q on Horn@', D') by ~(y', xl)($) = 6(y', x')~ Ic/ 0 B(y', x') '. Then the corresponding vector bundle on B is Hom(E, D) and the condition on cp asserts that it is q-stable as a section of Hom(E', D'). 1
One can develop a calculus of R(f )-actions on associated bundles as in [ 13, III 1.253 . Now consider arbitrary vector bundles E' on B' and E on B and a vector bundle morphism x: E' -+ E, ,f : B' + B such that x*: E' -f *E is a surjective submersion. Let K be the kernel of x*. Then K is a vector subbundle of E' and x induces an isomorphism 2 *: E'IK + f *E over B'. Hence there is an R(f)-action 0 on El/K. We will regard not mererely K, but the triple X = (K, R(f), O), as the kernel of (x,f); this is the strengthening of the concept of kernel referred to above. Now, given E' + B' and,f: B' -+ B and a triple X = (K, R(f), e), where K is a vector subbundle of E' and 8 is an R(f )-action on El/K, there are a quotient bundle E'/X = (E'/K)/R(f) on B and a morphism x: E' --f E'/X over f whose kernel is precisely X. The following result justifies calling this the quotient of E' over .X. PROPOSITION 4.3. Let x: E' + E, f: B' + B be a morphism of vector bundles such that f and x*: E' --) f *E are subjective submersions, and let X = (K, R(f ), 6) be the kernel of (x, f ). Let cp: E' + E", g: B' + B" be a morphism of vector bundles which annuals X in the sense that (i) q(K) E B" x 0, (ii) (g x g)(R(f )) G A", the diagonal of B" x B", and (iii) if@ is the induced morphism E'/K --f E" over g, then cp(e(y', x')(Z)) = q(z) for all (y', x') E R( f ), e' E El/K.
Then there is a unique vector bundle morphism $1 E + E", h: B + B" such that Il/ox=cp and hof=g.
Proof Condition
(ii) asserts that there is a well-defined set-map h: B + B" with h of = g; since f is a surjective submersion, h is smooth. Now the iibres of X: E'/K + E are precisely the orbits of 0 and so (iii) asserts that there is a well-defined set-map $: E + E" with $0 ;r = (p. Again, II/ is smooth and it is routine to check that it is a vector bundle morphism over h. The uniqueness is trivial. 1
Clearly these three "annulment" conditions are also necessary for the existence of (Ic/, h).
We return now to Lie algebroids. From the vector bundle theory above we know that a section of A'/K is projectable under Cp: A'/K + A iff it is o-stable; we will now further say that X' E T'A' is o-stable if its class 8' mod TK is o-stable. So X' E TA' is &stable iff it is cp-projectable, and it follows that the bracket of Q-stable sections of A' is o-stable. Last, if X' E rK, Y' E TA' and Y' is e-stable, then cp 0 X' = 0 and cp 0 Y' = Yof for some YE TA. It therefore follows from 1. Concerning the kernels of regular fibrations, there is the following result, whose proof is straightforward. It is interesting to observe that D generalizes (a special case of) the Bott partial connection in the normal bundle of a foliation (see, for example, Clll).
